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where � E is the difference in their rotational
energies and R0 is the ratio of S1=S2 at reference
temperature. The oxygen transitions at � 1 …
761;715nm � 2 …759;831nm were used in the mea-
surements reported here and are marked with
subindices 1 and 2, respectively. For absolute deter-
mination of the temperature, the line intensity ratio
at the reference temperature must be known accu-
rately. For example, a 10� 3 error in the line intensity
ratio will change the temperature by � 120mK when
using transitions 1 and 2 at standard temperature
and pressure. Based on Eq. (4), the rotational energy
difference must be large in order to achieve high tem-
perature sensitivity. Our approach is to use two weak
transitions of the oxygen A-band R-branch near
762nm for thermometry. The oxygen A-band [27� 29]
has several weak transitions that are well separated
and virtually interference free from other molecular
transitions, making it well suited for thermometry
over long path lengths. In addition, oxygen concen-
tration can be assumed to be very stable over time
both in indoor and outdoor environments compared
to, for example, water, which is often used in laser
thermometry. The relevant parameters obtained
from the HITRAN database [23� 25] for the two
chosen oxygen transitions are shown in Table 2.
Hereafter, wavelength � is used for describing the
transition positions. The temperature measurement
should be, in principle, independent of the path
length according to Eq. (4). In practice, clipping of
the beam edges due to poor alignment of the optical
components or measuring over long distances will de-
grade the performance. In addition, the beam colli-
mation is slightly dependent on the wavelength,
thus making it impossible to collimate the two laser
beams simultaneously over long distances. This will
lead to a lead to independent clipping of the beams.

The simulated spectral transmission over a 67m
path length using the standard 20.95% oxygen con-
centration was calculated using the HITRAN data-
base values and is given in Fig. 2. Figure 2 also
shows the calculated relative change in the transmis-
sion for 1K change in temperature. The center of the
R-branch of the A-band transition becomes highly sa-
turated at distances beyond tens of meters and,

therefore, is not suitable for long-distance high-accu-
racy thermometry. The transitions used in this work
are marked in Fig. 2 together with the point of the
baseline measurement. In theory, the absolute tem-
perature could be determined using only the ratio of
the line intensities at reference temperature and the
rotational energy difference. Although the baseline is
not theoretically necessary for thermometry, it can
have major impact on the results if omitted [19]. The
small absorbance due to the tails of the Voigt
profile is hence taken into account in the baseline
measurements.

Oxygen concentration can be determined by
sweeping the laser frequency over the whole absorp-
tion feature and fitting a Voigt profile to the mea-
sured absorption. The integrated line area can be
calculated from the fit parameters to determine
the concentration. Thermometry using the whole ab-
sorption feature is relatively straightforward, since
broadening effects do not affect the normalized line
shape function. Unfortunately, we were unable to
achieve low uncertainty using fitting to the whole ab-
sorption profile in our very early tests. We aimed at
real-time analysis and used a simple Lorentzian
profile, which explains the problems we had in the
fitting procedure. Therefore, we chose another meth-
od in which the peak absorption and baseline are
measured. This method proved to be rapid and ro-
bust even in an outdoor environment. However, when
measuring only the absorption peak, temperature
and pressure affect the relative contributions of the
Gaussian and Lorentzian components in the Voigt
line shape, which changes the peak value of the line
shape function. The effect of collisional, or Dicke, nar-
rowing was investigated using a Galatry profile in
the calculations [30,31]. The effect was found insig-
nificant when compared to the result obtained using
the convoluted Voigt profile.

The Doppler-broadened half-width, which is char-
acterized by a Gaussian profile, depends on the
wavelength, temperature, and mass of the molecule.

Table 2. Parameters for the Oxygen Transitions Used in This Work at
Reference Pressure of 1 atm and Temperature of 296 K (n Denotes the
Temperature Coefficient of the Temperature-Dependent Linewidth)

� �� 0

(cm� 1)
�

(nm)
S�� 0ðTref Þ

(cm=molecule)
E�

(cm� 1)
� air

(cm� 1)
n
(1)

13128.27 761.715 3:583 × 10� 24 2.1 0.0563 0.71
13160.82 759.831 2:246 × 10� 24 544.5 0.0401 0.64

Fig. 2. Oxygen A-band transmission spectrum for a 67m path in
ambient air and the relative change in transmission for the stron-
gest transitions [19]. The transitions used in this work are marked
with dashed double arrows and the black dot marks the position of
the baseline.
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Increased temperature will increase the Doppler
half-width and decrease the observed line width
depending on the temperature coefficient n of the
transition according to the empiric equation
� airðTÞ … � airðT0Þ × ðT0=TÞ n. This will result into a
higher peak value of the absorption profile as the
Gaussian line profile component becomesmore domi-
nant. Since the air broadened half-widths and the
temperature coefficients are different for the two
oxygen transitions, the temperature will have an ef-
fect on the line intensity ratio. For example, for a
temperature change of � 10K (296K → 286K), the
temperature determined from the ratio of the trans-
mission minimums of transition 1 and transition 2
will be 76mK higher if the temperature dependence
of the line profile is taken into account, compared to
the situation where this dependency is omitted. One
should note that even small errors in, e.g., the tem-
perature coefficient n can have a major impact on the
final results. By using a temperature coefficient of
0.71 for both transitions, the same � 10K tempera-
ture change would result in a 233mK lower tempera-
ture. This correction is important especially when
measuring very high temperature variations. It af-
fects systems based on the WMAS technique as well.

Varying pressure affects the observed total line-
width in a similar manner as the varying tempera-
ture. An increase in the pressure increases the
width of the Lorentzian component and decreases
the relative contribution of the Gaussian component.
As an example, if the pressure is decreased by 1kPa
(101:3kPa → 100:3kPa), a 58mK correction term
must be added to the temperature determined by
Eq. (4). In this work, a pressure correction factor
� pres, which is accurate for typical pressure varia-
tions in the ambient air, was used to correct the ratio
R according to
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where pref is the reference pressure (101:3kPa).
The temperature of the air can be directly calculated
according to
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4. Obtaining the Parameters of the Model

The parameters for the model presented by Eq. (6),
which are given in Table 3, had to be obtained from
experimental data mainly for two reasons. First, the
values in the HITRAN database are not accurate en-
ough for high-resolution thermometry. The database
values for the uncertainty of the line intensity and
linewidth are between 1% and 2% for transitions 1
and 2, while the uncertainty in the line intensity

ratio should be of the order of 10� 4 in order to obtain
the temperature with � 12mK uncertainty. Second,
the wavelength-dependent losses in any of the opti-
cal components after the power normalization affect
the results. A known source of a systematic error is
the wavelength-dependent reflectivity of the dielec-
tric mirror (Thorlabs BB2-E03) that was used as the
end mirror in the measurement path. Because the
wavelength dependency of the system was not expli-
citly characterized, the obtained parameters given in
Table 3 are valid only for the presented temperature
measurement configuration.

The measurement procedure is similar to that in
our previous work [19]. A typical measurement of
oxygen transmission is shown in Fig. 3. It was done
outdoors over a 130mpath. One-hundred data points
were collected for both features. Transition 2 is left
out of Fig. 3 for clarity. In the measurements
performed in the laboratory environment, the final
baseline value is simply the average of all the mea-
surement points. In the measurements done out-
doors, we removed all data points that were at
least 3 times the standard deviation off the average.
We subsequently obtained the baseline by calculat-
ing the average of the corrected data. The erroneous
data points were not common, which led to the con-
clusion that they were most likely caused by falling
leaves and flying insects that occasionally blocked
the laser beam during the measurements, which
were done in October. A second-order polynomial
fit to the measured transmission data is shown in
Fig. 3. It was used in the outdoor measurements

Table 3. Parameters Required for the Presented Spectroscopic
Two-Line Thermometry

Data Source � E (cm� 1) R0 (1) � pres (1)

Databasea � 542:4 1.1385 0.0500
Fit � 520:0 1.1571 0.0506

aHITRAN values are from the 2008 database.

Fig. 3. Typical oxygen transmission measurement of transition 1
and baseline over a 130m path measured outdoors including a
second-order polynomial fit, which is used to determine the
absorption peak.
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due to the random erroneous data points. A simple
15-point moving average was used in the indoor mea-
surements, in which case it was found to be the best
method to determine the minimum transmission.
The laser frequencies were loosely stabilized to the
absorption line centers using data of the previous
measurement and a relatively wide sweep area
had to be used to ensure that the transmission mini-
mum would be always found.

The small absorbance due to the tails of the Voigt
profile causes the transmission to drop by approxi-
mately 0.5%at the point of the baselinemeasurement
shown in Fig. 3. The intensity of an individual line is
then calculated using Eq. (1) from the corrected base-
line value and from the value of the minimum trans-
mission. The same baseline is used to calculate the
line intensity of both transitions. The air temperature
is calculated using Eq. (6), which takes into account
the pressure correction term. The temperature cor-
rection term, which is not explicitly shown in
Eq. (6), is added to the temperature given by Eq. (6)
to obtain the final temperature value.

The standard deviations of the baseline and the
transition 1 measurement shown in Fig. 3 were
1:83 × 10� 4 and 0:82 × 10� 4, respectively. The stan-
dard deviation of the sample mean is a factor of 10
lower for the baseline because the whole 100-point
sample is used for averaging. In the temperature
measurements done indoors, the standard deviation
of the sample mean is approximately 4 times lower,
because of the 15-point moving average. In the mea-
surement shown in Fig. 3, we estimate that the stan-
dard deviation of the sample mean is approximately
by a factor of 10 lower, because the fit to the second-
order polynomial is good. These values for the stan-
dard deviations of the spectroscopic data indicate
that the standard deviation of the temperature
should be of the order of 3mK according to Eq. (6)
when using a value of 1:3 × 10� 5 as the standard de-
viation of the sample mean for both transitions and
for the baseline.

Experiments were done in a temperature- and
humidity-controlled laboratory above a 30m long in-
terferometric measurement rail used for length me-
trology. Eight calibrated Pt-100 sensors were spaced
evenly across the measurement path and their aver-
age was used as the reference temperature. Pt-100
sensors were positioned in close proximity of the
beam path to ensure good lateral spatial overlap.
The sensor closest to the measurement head was
at slightly higher temperature than the others,
due to heat generated by the electronics of the mea-
surement head. The temperature controller of the la-
boratory room acts by adjusting the temperature of
the incoming air. Temperature variations were in-
duced by adjusting the set point of the controller.
The result of a typical 62h measurement is shown
in Fig. 4. The period from 48 to 62h was used to cal-
culate the noise of the measurement. The RMS noise
was 7mK using a sample a time of 120 s. The black

line represents the average of the reference sensors
and the gray line shows the fit based on Eq. (6).

Since the temperature measurement is done in
open laboratory space, the 7mK RMS noise, which
is larger than the 3mK RMS estimate based on
the transmission measurements, also includes the
fluctuations in the air temperature and drifts in
the mechanics and electronics. The RMS noise of the
ensemble of Pt-100 sensors was 2:5mK during the
same measurement period. However, due to the rela-
tively long time constant of the Pt-100 sensors, part
of the rapid fluctuations in the air temperature
are low-pass filtered, which likely explains the
difference.

The temperature controller of the laboratory oper-
ates in a narrow set-point range and we were not able
to induce large temperature variations. For such a
narrow temperature range, the temperature effects
described in Section 3 are insignificant. The pressure
varied between 100 and 101:2kPa during the mea-
surement. The parameters obtained from the fit
and the values calculated using the database are gi-
ven in Table 3. The rotational energy difference and
the ratio R0 of the two absorption lines at the refer-
ence temperature and pressure are fairly close to va-
lues given in the HITRAN database. The pressure
correction factor is in good agreement with the data-
base value. If the database values for rotational
energy difference and for the ratio at a reference tem-
perature T0 are used with the ratio R obtained from
the fit, the spectroscopically determined tempera-
ture at standard pressure is 22:85 °C instead of
the 21:05 °C obtained by using the fitted parameter
values.

5. Measurements

To test the capability of the system to compensate
the refractive index of air for an interferometric
length measurement, we set up a heterodyne laser

Fig. 4. Parameter calibration results of the spectroscopic thermo-
meter measurement (gray) fitted to the ensemble of Pt-100 sensors
(black) spaced evenly over the 67m path length. The temperature
variations were done by adjusting the temperature of the incoming
air.
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interferometer (HP 5518) on top of the measurement
rail. The path lengths of the interferometric system
and the spectroscopic system were set to within a few
centimeters of each other by fixing the corner cube of
the interferometer to the measurement head of the
spectroscopic measurement. Ideally, the beams
should overlap to ensure the most effective compen-
sation of the air refractive index, but for practical
reasons the beams were not combined. The beams
were at the same height and the separation of the
beams was less than 10 cm over the whole measure-
ment path. Two electric heaters and a fan, positioned
close to the center of the measurement path and 2m
above the measurement rail, were used to induce ra-
pid local air temperature variations. The heaters
caused approximately 2:5K local temperature rise,
changing average temperature over the measure-
ment path by 0:6K. There was no significant increase
in the temperature near the end mirror and the mea-
surement head. The average temperature measured
with the spectroscopic system (curve 4) and with the
Pt-100 sensor ensemble (curve 3) are shown Fig. 5. A
compensated interferometric reading is given in the
upper part of Fig. 5 for both spectroscopic tempera-
ture measurement (curve 2) and the ensemble aver-
age of the Pt-100 sensors (curve 1). The temperature
determined by the spectroscopic system was approxi-
mately 10mK lower than the reference temperature
between the heating periods. This could be caused by
the realignment of the optics during the assembly of
the interferometric system.

From the data it is clearly seen that the spectro-
scopic method compensates very well even local air
temperature changes in interferometric displace-
ment measurements. The heating periods are almost

invisible in the interferometer measurement, except
for some transients. On the other hand, one can see
that even with eight Pt-100 sensors, evenly spaced
over a 30m beam path, it is not possible to reach
a good compensation if there are significant tempera-
ture gradients. During the measurements, the ambi-
ent pressure varied between 99.1 and 100:4kPa. The
120 s sample time of the spectroscopic system ex-
plains transients in compensated displacement when
the heating is turned on and off rapidly. The � 5 � m
long-term drift in the measured displacement is
probably caused by a real mechanical displacement
of the concrete beams where the interferometer
setup was mounted.

Outdoor measurements were conducted at the
Nummela baseline of the Finnish Geodetic Institute.
The measurement setup, except for the measure-
ment head, was kept in a heated room with no active
temperature control. The measurement head was
positioned outdoors with no temperature control.
The ambient temperature varied between 5 °C and
15 °C during a typical measurement day. The dis-
tance between the end mirror and the measurement
head was 65m, making the total measurement dis-
tance 130m. Although the long path length causes
decrease in sensitivity due to saturation in the trans-
mission, we chose to use the same two transitions as
shown in Fig. 2, because their properties were well
characterized in the laboratory. Ten Pt-100 sensors
were used as a reference with approximately equidi-
stant spacing and close proximity to the laser beam.
The spectroscopically measured temperature and
the average of the Pt-100 sensors are shown in Fig. 6.
The gray line represents the spectroscopic tempera-
ture, which is approximately 200mK lower than the
reference temperature given by the Pt-100 sensors
for the last 6h. Sun was shining for the first 2h,
which could explain the difference in the offset in

Fig. 5. Top, interferometric length compensated by using Pt-100
sensors (curve 1) and by using the spectroscopic temperature mea-
surement (curve 2). Bottom, average temperatures along the path
length with local temperature variations measured by the Pt-100
sensors (curve 3) and by the spectroscopic system (curve 4). For
clarity, � 5 � m and � 500mK offsets have been added to the spectro-
scopically compensated displacement (2) and to the spectroscopi-
cally determined temperature (4), respectively.

Fig. 6. Average temperature measured at Nummela baseline
over a 130m path length. Average of Pt-100 sensors is marked
by black curve. Gray curve represents the spectroscopically mea-
sured temperature.
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the beginning. The Pt-100 sensors were not protected
from direct sunlight.

After the outdoor measurements, we transported
the setup back to the laboratory and tested it in a
temperature-controlled laboratory room to verify a
broader temperature range. A good fit was found be-
tween the reference Pt-100 sensors and the spectro-
scopic method for a temperature range of 16 °C to
25 °C. The parameters of the previous fit could not
be used, as we had to use several wavelength-
dependent mirrors in order to achieve a path length
of 40m in a small laboratory room. Although we used
only a limited temperature range to fit the param-
eters of Eq. (6), the model was found to be accurate
also over a broader temperature range. Therefore, we
expect that the temperature offset observed in the
outdoor measurements is predominantly affected
by the transportation of the setup compared to the
uncertainty in the transition parameters discussed
in Section 2. For example, the beam splitter had
slightly moved during the transportation, which
was observed only later. The 200mK offset corre-
sponds to approximately 1:7 × 10� 3 difference in
the line intensity ratio. Part of the difference could
be also explained by nonideal collimation of the laser
beams, which we could not verify in the outdoor
environment.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

A spectroscopic method for on-line compensation of
air refractive index over longer distances has been
described and demonstrated experimentally. The
method is capable of measuring average air tempera-
ture along approximately the same beam path that is
used for optical length measurement. The method
provides potentially excellent spatial and temporal
overlap and, therefore, accurate air temperature
compensation. A drawback of the present setup is the
modest time resolution, approximately 120 s. The
main reason for the limited time resolution is that
just one laser is used to probe the absorption peak
and the baseline, which means that the laser wave-
length has to be repeatedly tuned between the two
wavelengths. The wavelength tuning is done by laser
temperature, causing 30 s dead time after each ad-
justment using our equipment. Another disadvan-
tage of the present setup is the lack of active
wavelength stabilization. For this reason, the wave-
length scan over an absorption line has to be rather
wide to ensure that the peak absorption is captured
during each scan. Therefore, the total number of
measured points is much larger than what is actually
needed for the final analysis. The measurement
speed could be significantly improved if a method to
stabilize the laser frequency to the absorption peak
would be developed. This could be achieved, for ex-
ample, by using a third-harmonic locking scheme
and an external low-pressure oxygen cell or a hollow
fiber filled with oxygen. One possibility would be to
use the second-harmonic signal at the locked wave-
length of the absorption maximum to determine the

temperature [11� 14]. In this way, there would not be
any wasted data points and the time resolution
would be determined by the shutter switching time
and the lock-in amplifier settling time. We estimate
that a time resolution of a few seconds could be pos-
sible to achieve without increasing the measurement
noise considerably.

We have demonstrated, to our knowledge, the most
precise spectroscopic temperature measurement of
air. Our system allows measurements over long dis-
tances of up to 130m with a RMS noise of 7mK for a
120 s averaging time, which corresponds to � 0:7 ×
10� 8 RMS noise in the refractive index of air. The ob-
tained noise level is considerably lower than the
22mK RMS noise using the 60 s averaging time pre-
sented in our previous work [19].

The accuracy of the temperature measurement
system is difficult to evaluate. Re-evaluation of the
data presented in our earlier study [19] showed a
20mK offset when changes were made to the system
during the measurement. Considering the 10mK off-
set that was observed in our current temperature
measurement system during the interferometric
tests, we believe that, with the current system and
calibration, we are able to determine the air tem-
perature with accuracy high enough to safely reach
an uncertainty smaller than 10� 7 in the refractive in-
dex of air from a 16 °C to 25 °C temperature range in
a laboratory environment.

Compensation of the refractive index of air re-
quired for high-accuracy length measurements has
been shown to be feasible even when significant local
temperature variations are induced. The effect of the
line profile composition and the sensitivity of the
method to transition parameters have been dis-
cussed. Outdoor measurement results are in agree-
ment with the laboratory experiments except for
an offset, which can be explained by major alignment
changes caused by the transportation and possibly
nonideal collimation of the laser beams.

Research within the European Association of Na-
tional Metrology Institutes (EURAMET) joint re-
search project leading to these results has received
funding from the European Community�s Seventh
Framework Programme, ERA-NET Plus, under
Grant Agreement No. 217257. The authors thank
Dr. J. Jokela from the Finnish Geodetic Institute
for his help during the Nummela measurements.
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